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Visa Application (if applicable) 

My I-20 form for US visa application from Cornell University was delayed a bit and I needed to send several 

emails and call them to process. Luckily the visa application in Sydney was smooth. If you don't receive a timely 

response by email, please do call them to accelerate the process. S 

Please indicate any tips or advice you have for 
prospective students in terms of the application process at AGSM.  
List your ideal school as the first option and don't list the schools you wouldn't want to go. The 
application video can be very time-consuming. Maybe you can work out sth when you prepare the 
pitch video so that you can film the two together and save som 

Enrolment/Registration Procedure at host university 
Cornell requires the exchange students to pay health insurance (around $1100) and you need to 
satisfy the immunization requirements (free of charge) once you arrive at the campus. Your 
registration won't be completed if you don't complete those two. 

Workload and style of teaching/methods of assessments 
The workload depends on the courses you choose. Some courses (such as management practicum, 
VC/PE) can be very demanding while some have a lighter workload. Personally, I took 7 courses to 
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fulfill 12 credits. Some courses are in the form of lectures and some have more flexible form. The 
assessments are mainly based on class participation, group/ individual assignments, final 
submissions/ exams. 

Course size, peers and learning environment 
3 credit courses last for a whole semester (14 weeks) while 1.5 credit courses normally last for a half 
semester. I love the studying here. Every class was valuable. The students are encouraged to express 
personal opinions or discuss in class. Some lecturers devote a lot of personal time for tutorials. Some 
big class can hold 40-50 students while some small class only have around 10 people. One special 
advantage at Cornell is that exchange students can choose courses of other schools, such as wine 
tasting course at Hotel management school, Data analysis related courses at Cornell Tech (campus in 
New York), and sports class. 

Campus life (i.e. clubs, societies, facilities) 
There are more than 60 clubs at Johnson MBA program. As Ithaca is a bit isolated geographically, the 
school organises all kinds of activities for students. The campus is one of the most beautiful 
campuses in America. It's huge and has all kinds of facilities. There're several gyms and free 
swimming pools. In winter you would have a chance to watch a lot of ice hockey games hosted at 
Cornell as ice hockey is one of the strongest sports of Cornell. The food here is comparable to 
Sydney. There are some restaurants off-campus in College Town or Downtown. 

Regional life (e.g. people, shopping, work, travel sights, transport) 
It takes 4-5 hours driving to New York City. There're also buses to NYC, such as Ourbus, Coach USA, 
Campus to Campus bus service at Cornell. There's  a small airport at Ithaca. The flights are limited 
and the price can be very high. One option is to fly from nearby airports such as Syracuse airport or 
Corning airport. 

Accommodation (What type? Cost? Inclusive, support from host school, sourced separately...?) 
I stayed at Collegetown Terrace, an off-campus student apartment group. It's about 15-20 minutes 
walk (uphill) to school and they have shuttle bus every working day. One room of the 3-bedroom & 
3-bathroom apartment costs me $1100 per month excluding electricity bill. It has a free gym and the 
facility here is new. Many Johnson students stay here too. But they only take semester lease, which 
means we had to pay the rent for the whole August and December even though we didn't stay there 
full time. 

Accommodation tips for future AGSM students going to your host university/region 
We didn't have a pleasant experience with the Collegetown Terrace landlord. I would recommend 
College Town or the Commons. College Town is within the walking distance to school and has lots of 
restaurants. The Commons is the downtown area, which has restaurants, shops, theaters and is 
convenient for life. You can use the Cornell student ID to take a free bus to school. 

Relative costs of food, travel, entertainment etc (Please comment on each) 
Food: It depends. Food on campus normally costs $8-10 per meal. Food at the restaurants in College 
Town could cost $15 per meal.  
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Travel: air tickets can be very expensive if you travel from Ithaca airport. Remember to book your 
tickets as early as possible. Car rental cost is ok. I highly recommend Enterprise Rent-a-car as they 
can come to pick you up for free.  
Entertainment: It depends. A movie can cost $10. I spend most of my weekends in New York or 
other cities. A Broadway show can cost $100 or more. 

 

Any financial tips for future AGSM students? 
Be aware of the $1100 health insurance required by Cornell. You need to pay for some course packet 
or cases.  
The listing price at shops is excluding tax. At restaurants, the final price including tax and tips can 
vary a bit. 

 

Biggest cultural differences 
The American English accent is quite different. The topics in class or after class may relate to some 
American standards (GAAP for accounting, F for weather, mile for distance, pound for weight etc. ), 
American companies or American sports which foreigners may not know before. 

 

How did you adjust to these differences? 
Be open-minded and learn. 

 

Highlights of your exchange experience 
We would like to use this feedback for our website and we also appreciate any photos you can 
send to mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au 
The study experience here (at an Ivy League school) is invaluable. I've learned a lot from the 
passionate professors and excellent peers,  made some good friends, and known a lot of American 
cities and culture. 

 

Challenges (throughout process or on the course/at the school) 
It was challenging for me to balance my study and travel as I had to take 7 courses and the workload 
of some hardcore courses was a bit heavy. 

 

Cultural 'musts' for future outgoing students to your host university 
Be open-minded and learn. 

 

Based on your original application, please outline how your exchange experience has helped you 
further develop the element of leadership aptitude that you chose and if it has helped you to 
become a more cosmopolitan leader. 
The study experience here helped me to build up the hardcore skills and improve my efficiency, 
professionalism, and teamwork capability.  
The overall exchange experience has strengthened my understanding of diversity and inclusion as 
American society is 
 
 
Advice or tips for students considering this course and general comments 
Be prepared with the workload and balance your travel and study. 

mailto:mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au
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